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We consider spaces of analytic functions depending on a weight p(t)>O, 
TV [0, l), defined by certain conditions, namely 
(1) M,(F’,r)=O(p(l-r)/(l-r)), 
(2) M,(F”, r) = CJ(p( 1 - r),/( 1 - r)*), 
(3) S:,(p(l-r)/(l-r))M,(F,r)dr< +c. 
We study boundary value problems and duality for these spaces depending on the 
properties of the weight function ‘c 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall deal with spaces of analytic functions F closely 
related to HP spaces. We shall ook at those functions F, where the growth 
of the LP-norm of F, (restriction f F to (.z = r) depends on a certain 
weight function p. We connect these spaces to weighted Besov-Lipschitz 
classes and prove several duality results depending on the properties of p. 
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Following ideas from Hardy and Littlewood [H-L] and Zygmund [Zl], 
we relate functions satisfying 
and 
with the behavior of their boundary values. We find conditions on p to get 
results analogous to those proved in [H-L] for p(t) = t'(O -c c1< 1) in (0.1) 
and [Zl ] for p(t) = t in (0.2). Under certain assumptions we show that the 
boundary value functions must satisfy respectively 
ll4flIp= O(P(f)) (t+O+), (0.1)’ 
Il4fll,= O(P(l)) (t+O+), (0.2)’ 
where d,f(B)=f(B+t)-f(8) and djf(e)=f(e+t)+f(e-t)-2f(e). 
The study of the previous spaces leads in a natural way to a dual condi- 
tion 
s l~(l-r) -M,(F,r)dr< +co. 0 l-r (0.3) 
Special cases of this condition have already been considered in [D-R-S], 
[S], and [S-W]. 
We find the equivalent formulation for the boundary values of functions 
verifying (0.3), reaching certain Besov-Lipschitz classes. These results 
extend to more general weights for some theorems in [T] and [F] proved 
for p(t)= t'. 
The last section is devoted to the study of duality for these spaces. It is 
inspired by some results in [D-R-S], [A-C-P], and [S-W], when very 
special cases are shown. We extend them to values of p, 1 < p < co, finding 
conditions on the weight p to get analogous results. 
The reader is referred to [J] and [S-W] to see some results on general 
weighted spaces, and to [B-S11 and [B-S21 where the second named 
author and S. Bloom have recently proved some results of the same type 
for the special case p = co. 
Throughout the paper M,(F, r) will mean (1/2n 1:x IF(re”)l pdtl)lip, 
F,(e”) = F(re”), by HP we mean the set of all analytic functions on the disc 
D, such that supO< r< i M,(F, r) < co, and C will denote a constant not 
necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
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1. PREVIOUS DEFINITIONS AND BASIC LEMMAS ON WEIGHTS 
We shall write p(t) for a non-negative non-decreasing function defined 
on [0, 1). The following properties on a weight p were introduced in 
[B-S11 and [B-S2]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. p is said to be Dini if p(t)/t E L1(O, 1) and there is a 
constant C such that 
s r P(S) - ds <Cp( t) forall O<t< 1. (1.1) 0 s 
p is said to be a 6,-weight, p E b,, (n > 1) if there is a constant C such that 
s ’ P(S) tlds<C$) forall O<t< 1. I s 
The reader is referred to [B-S11 to see the motivation for the definitions, 
some characterizations, and examples of weights with these properties. 
Let us mention here some easy properties of p that we shall use later on. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. 
(i) Let p be Dini and p(0) = 0. Zf 1 < ct < co then 
p(t) log f < C,p(t”y (O<f< 1) 
(ii) rf p E b, then 
(1.4) 
Proof: (i) Since p(0) = 0 and p is a non-negative non-decreasing 
function we have a positive measure dp(u) associated with it. Let us then 
write 
5 
‘pOds= ’ .++4ds 
0 s If- ’ 00 s 
(1.5) 
From (1.5), Fubbini and Dini condition we have 
Cp(t) 2 j; log(Uu) Mu) 
s 
P 
z 
0 
log(t/u)dp(u)>(cr-1)log f p(t”). 
0 
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(ii) It is obvious that p(s)/s” > C if p E b,. Then 
We remark that the converse of (1.4) is false. To see that, take 
p(t) = t* log l/t which does not belong to b,. 
We now establish two elementary but useful lemmas. We include only 
the proof of the second one. The proof of the first one is similar but easier. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let pE b,. Then 
s 1 P(S) ds<Cfl o (S2+Ct2)(n+1)/2 ’ t” 
s l P(l -s) ds<cPu -r)0 (l-m)“+ ’ (1 -r)“’ 
LEMMA 1.2. Let E E 6, and Dini. Then 
s 1 P(S) &<CP(f) 0 s(s2 + cty* ’ t” 
s 
1 P(1 -s) ds<cPu-d 
0 (1 -s)(l -my ’ (l-r)“’ 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
Proof. 
5 
I P(S) As= ’ 
5 
P(S) I 
s(s2 + cty s(s2 + cty* 
ds + 
s 
P(S) ds 
0 0 f s(s2 + cty 
<c 
‘n t s 
‘pods+ 
0 s s 
’ P(S) zds<C@$ 
I s 
where Dini and b, conditions are used in the last inequality. 
5 
I P(l-3) ds= r 
o (1 -s)(l -rsJ” 5 
PC1 -s) 
o (1 -s)(l-rys)” 
d 5 
r P(l-$1 1 ’ P(1 -s) ___ ___ 
0 (1 -Sy+’ ds+(l -r)” r s 1-S ds 
5 
’ P(U) 1 
< .r 
1-r P(U) 
7ZTdu+(l -r)n o 
~(1 -r) 
l-r24 uduGc (1 -r)n’ 
where again Dini and b,, are used at the end. 
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Next we introduce the spaces of analytic functions whose definitions 
were inspired by conditions introduced by Hardy and Littlewood [H-L], 
Zygmund [Zl], and the spaces defined in [D-R-S] and [S], called 
weighted Bergman spaces. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let p > 0 non-decreasing and 1 < p < (xx. 
B: = F: D -+ C analytic; -MJF,r)dr< +cc 
The obvious norms in the spaces are given by 
l/FllHL.p,p=IF(0)I+inf C:M,(F’,r)<C~,O<r<l} (1.10) 
i 
IIFllz,p,p= IF( + IF’(O)l 
d-r) 
C:M,(F”,r)<C(l-r)L,O<r<l (1.11) 
IIFII s 
I A1 - f-1 
B, P,P = ~ M,( F, r) dr. 0 l-r 
(1.12) 
There are two conditions on p we must assume if we want the analytic 
polynomials to belong to these spaces. 
p(t)>, 
t ’ ) o<t<1 
P(t)ltEL’(o, 1). (**) 
From Cauchy’s formula we have that 
MJF’, r) < C 
r) M,#‘, 
l-r 
which implies HL; c Z;. 
On the other hand (**) obviously implies that HP c B.;. Let us show 
now that (**) also implies Zi z HP. Indeed, let us take E m Z;. 
F(re’“) = 1: c,‘ F”(te’“) eZio dt ds + re”‘F’(0) + F(0). 
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Hence 
M,(F, r) <j’ js MJF”, t)dt ds +IF’(O)1 + IF(O)1 0 0 
1 s 
d 
ss 
MJF”, t) dr ds + IF'(O)\ + IF(O)1 
0 0 
d j ; (1 - t) MJF”, t) dt + IF’(O)\ + IF(O)\ 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 16 p< co. 
If peb, then HL,P=Zi (1.13) 
If p is Dini then 
F~B~ifandonlyifj’p(l-r)M,(F’,r)dr< +m. (1.14) 
0 
Proof. We know that F’(ve’“) = j: F”(se”) ere ds + F’(0) so 
M,(F’, r) d jr MJF”, s) ds + C. 
0 
Assume that FE Zi and p E b, , therefore 
To show (1.14) notice that Cauchy’s formula implies that if FE B: then 
JAp(l--r)M,(F’,r)dr< tnj. 
On the other hand, using Dini condition, we can write 
-I ~(1 -r) 
! ~ MJF, r) dr d i‘ 
jp(l-r) r 
0 l-r 
----I M,(F’,s)d~dr+Cj~~ds 
0 l-r 0 
d MJF’, s) ds + C 
d M&F’, s) ds + C 
<c ‘p(l-s)M,((F’,s)ds+C 
s 0 
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2. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
It is well known from the effort of several authors (see [H-L], 
[Z2], [T]) that the growth of the first and second derivatives depends on 
the behavior of the first and second differences ofthe boundary function. 
Our aim in this section is to exhibit this relation for certain weights which 
allows us to get the known results as corollaries. Let us denote, as usual, 
for f defined on T, 
~,f(e=f(e+t)-f(@ and d:f(N)=f(e+t)+f(e-t)-2f(0). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p be Dini and 6, , 1 < p d co and F analytic. 
(i) F belongs to HL,P if and only if F belongs to HP and 
lld,f lip = W(t)) as t-+0+, 
where f is the boundary limit qf F. 
(ii) F’ belongs to Bi if and only if F belongs to HP and 
I ’ P(f) ” -p- ll~~fll,d~< +m, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
where f is the boundary limit of F. 
Proof: We shall prove (i) and (ii) in a parallel way. The existence of 
boundary values for functions in Hei follows from the fact that HL,” G HP, 
as we showed in the previous section. Assume now that ~(1 - r)/( 1-r) 
M,(F’, r) E L’(0, 1) and use ,o(t)/t > C to write 
This implies that (F,} is a Cauchy net in Lp and therefore F belongs to HP 
and then there is f in Lp such that 
F(Z) = i j:, e ein’ dt. (2.3) 
Let us use now an argument due to Hardy and Littlewood (see [D, 
page78])andwriteforO<r,<r,<l andO<t,0<1. 
F(r2e l@+‘)n) - F(r(v,e Nn) = jrF’(t) d ,
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where the contour f goes radially from r2eJno to rlein8 along IzI = rl 
r ei(B+r)n and then radially again to r2er(B+r’n. Therefore 1 
Iqr2ei(8+r)n ) - F(rzeien)/ 
< ‘2(IF’(sefn8)l+ IF’(~e’(~+‘)“)I)ds+j~ IF’(rlei(o+u)n\ du. 
I r, 
Hence, taking LP-norms, r, = 1 - t, and limit as r2 + 1 we get that for 
o<t<1, 
ll4fll.4,’ 
We apply (2.4) to situations 
If F belongs to HL; then 
to 
all 
M,(F’, s) ds + tM,(F’, 1 - t). (2.4) 
(i) and (ii). 
’ s 
<c ‘P(U) -du+Cp(t). 
0 u 
Hence (2.1) follows from Dini condition. 
If F’ belongs to B,” then 
5 ; 9 ((d,f((,dt62 1; [,‘-, y M,,(F’, s) ds dt 
+ j’ p(t) MJF’, 1 - 
0 t 
t) dt 
1 
= 21 (j 0 
MP( F’, s) ds. 
Now using that p is 6, we get 
Let us start now with a function F in HP and a representation given by 
(2.3). Then we have 
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Notice that ild,,f’ll, = /Id ,,f’i~r, so 
Let us recall the estimate lP’- r)‘>(l --)‘fc’t’ for O<t< 1 which 
implies 
M,,(F’, r) < C I 
’ IM.fll, dt 
0 (1 --)‘+ct2 
(2.5 ) 
which gives that F belongs to HL: using (1.6) in Lemma 1.1 together with 
the assumption (2.1). 
If we apply (2.5) and Fubini we can write 
~ M,,(F’, r) dr 
dt. 
Assumption (2.2) together with (1.8) in Lemma 1.2 shows now that F’ 
belongs to Bi. The proof is completed. 
Note that p(t) = tZ (0~ 2 < 1) is Dini and h,. The reader is referred to 
[H-L] or [D, page 781 for Theorem 2.1(i) and [T] or [F, Theorem lo] 
for Theorem 2.1 (ii) for the special case p(t) = t”, 0 < M < 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let p be Dini and b,, 1 <p < cc and F analytic 
(i) F belongs to Zi if and only if F belongs to HP and 
Il~ffllp = %(t)) (t+O+) (2.6) 
(ii) F” belongs to Bi if and only if F belongs to HP and 
*’ p(t) 
3 o 7 Il~fJ‘II, dt < +x (2.7) 
(as before f is the boundary value,function of F). 
Proof As in the previous theorem we shall proceed- simultaneously for 
(i) and (ii). 
It was proved in Section 1 that Zi c HP. Let us show now that if F” E Bi 
then FE Hp. 
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As before 
M,(F, r) <ji j; MJF”, u) du ds + IF’(O)1 + IF(O)1 
All we have to estimate is the first erm on the right hand side. In fact, 
I 
< Li 
s 
MJF”, u) du ds 
0 0 
= MP( F”, u) ds du 
= j’(1 -u)MJF”, u)du<C j; $+,,(F”, u)du. 
In the last inequality we used the fact that C < p( 1 - u)/( 1 - u)’ since 
p E 6,. Therefore we conclude 
r ss ” MJF’, u) du ds 0 0 
<c ‘Al-u) \ s pM,(F”, u)du< SCO, since F”E B;. 0 l-u 
Hence in both cases F is the Poisson integral of its boundary limit jI That 
is 
F(re’“)=i j: P(r, O-t)f(eix’)dt, 
I 
(2.8) 
where 
P(r, t) = 
1 -r2 
1 + r2 - 2r cos ret’ 
To estimate Il~I:fll, let us use an argument due to Zygmund (see [ID, 
P. 771). 
GivenO<r,<r,<l andO<t<l we write 
AjF,,=AZ(F,,-F,,)+A:F,, 
AfF,,(O) = ir, j: ein(‘+‘) ( jU F”(r,ei7C@+L’,) &X(f?+U) do du 
-Id > 
+ ir, s ‘(e 
in(0 + u) _ ein(o ~ “‘) Ff(,., ei”‘” ~ u’) du. 
0 
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Therefore 
Il&F,,1/, d Cw.f,(F”, rl) + M,(F’, VI ,). 
On the other hand 
(2.9 ) 
which implies 
/~df(F,,-F,,)l~,<4/ (1 -s)M,(P”, s)ds+ (1 -Y,)Jldf(e’nuF’(rlr’“B))llp. 
II 
Note that 
dI(e’~HF’(rlerrr’))=d,(e’~ie)F’(r,ei”’H+’))+e’”Ud,F’(r,e’””). 
Hence 
Thus 
l/A: (eiaeF’(rl ei”‘)))lp d 2 IIAl(eiseF’(rlefne))llp 
6 Ct(M,(F’, rl) + MJF”, r,)). 
+M,(F”,r,))+C/‘(l -~)M,(F”,s)ds. (2.10) 
i-l 
Combining (2.9) and (2.10), writing rI = 1 - t and taking limit as rz + 1 
we get 
II&j-l&, d Ct*(M,(F’, 1 - t) + MJF”, 1 - t)) 
+cj’ (1 -s) MJF”, s) ds. (2.11) 
I-r 
Let us consider (2.11) for F in Zp” and recall that 
MJF’, r) G MJF”, r) + C and c<p(t) 
’ t* 
since p Eb2 
IlA:.f IIp < Ct’(MJF”, 1 - t) + C) + C j.’ (1 -3) MJF”, s) ds 
l--I 
ds=Cp(t)+Cjipodu. 
0 u 
; ‘Gng the Dini condition we get (2.6). 
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Using (2.11) for F” in Bi we have 
+Cj;$-)j’ (l-s)M,(F”,s)dsdt 
I--r 
’ s 
<c ‘Al-s) _ MJF”, s) ds + C 
0 l-s 
(1 -s) MJF”, S) ds. 
Therefore the b, condition implies (2.7). 
To see the converse of (i) and (ii) let us assume FE HP and is repre- 
sented by (2.8). 
From (2.8) a standard argument shows that 
F&reie) = j’ P&r, t) dff(Q) dt. 
Cl 
Then 
It is easy to see that 
C 
(‘dr, ‘11 d ((1 _ ,.)2 + Ct2)3/2 for O<t<l 
which implies 
(2.12) 
Note that z’F”(z) = F,(z) - Foe(z) and For(z) = Iz( F,@(z) then it follows 
that for r > $, M&F”, r) < M,(F@, Y) + M&Foe, r) d M&Fee, r) + C. Hence 
If we assume (2.6) then (2.13) says 
(2.13) 
M,(F”~ r) G C Jo1 ((1 -$‘,d:t2,3,2 + C
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and (1.6) in Lemma 1.1, together with C</~(t)/f’ gives that F must belong 
to 2”. 
As&me now (2.7). Using (2.13) again we have 
.,: v M,(F”, r) dr <C+ [,12 e MJF”, r) dr i 
<c+ ___ I 
’ p(l-r) I 
112 l-r ii’ 
ll4fllp dr 
0 (( 1 - Y)Z + ct2)3’2 > 
GCS 
~(1 -r) dt 
(1 -r)((l -r)2+ct2)3/2 > 
Il~ffll, dr. 
Observe now that if p E b, then also p E b,, so applying (1.8) in Lemma 1.2 
we get that 
The reader is referred to [Zl] and [T] to get special cases of 
Theorem 2.2(i) and (ii), respectively, and to [B-S21 to see a slightly 
different approach to part (i) for the case p = co. 
3. DUALITY RESULTS 
Our next objective is to find the predual space of HL: and Zz depending 
on conditions for p. 
The next theorems are inspired by ideas from several papers. In 
[D-R-S], among other things, the predual spaces of A., (0 < c1< 1) and A, 
were characterized in terms of the following space 
l BP = F: D + C analytic: Is 
li (1 -r)vP-2 JF(re’“)l d0dr< +cci , 
0 -H > 
wherep=l/(l+cr)ifO<a<l andp=$,respectively. 
Flett, in [F], has got an extension to /iz for 1 <q < co. Another 
interesting result of duality was achieved in [A-C-P] a few years later, 
namely it was shown that the predual of the space of Bloch functions can 
be identified as
J= F: D + C analytic: IF’(re”)I dt?drt +a . 
Here we shall present two theorems which cover all these cases and also get 
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some extensions of those. The reader is referred to [B-S1 ] and [B-S21 for 
some other duality results using block decompositions for the special case 
q= c0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p be b,, 1 <q < co and l/p + l/q = 1. The predual 
space of HLZ is isomorphic to 
i 
I 
J,” = F: D + C anal.ytic: p( 1 -r) M,(F’, r) dr < +a 
0 
endowed with the norm IIFllr,p,u = I F(O)1 + j: p( 1 - r) M,(F’, r) dr. 
Proof Let us take G(z) =CF=o a,z” in HL; and F(z) =Cz=o b,z” in 
Jp”. Then define 
4(r)= f a,b,f--’ for O<r<l. (3.1) 
n=l 
(The reader can easily show that la,,1 = 0( 1) and lb,\ = 0(n) which gives 
sense to (3.1) for O<r< 1.) 
We shall show that (d(r)}O<r<l is a Cauchy net. Let us rephrase (3.1) 
using the equality 
2(n+1)n~~(1-?)s’“~‘dr=1 n3 1. 
Therefore 
d(r)=2!: (l-s2) f nb,(rs)“~‘(n+l)a,,s”)ds 
n=l 
which implies 
4(r) = (l/x) J: (1 -s*) F”, F’(rse’“) G’,(se-‘“) emif’ d% ds, (3.2) 
where G,(z) = z[G(z) - G(O)]. 
Notice that G;(z) = zG’(z) + s;, G’(se”) eiB ds for z = reie which implies 
that M&G’, , r) d 2rM,(G’, r) and then G, E HL; and also 
IIG~llm,,p G W41,,,q,,. 
Using (3.2) we have 
9(r) - 4(r’) = (l/z) 1: jn (1 -s*)[F’(rse’“) - F’(r’se”)] 
-x 
x G’,(se-“) e-” d% ds 
4091147’2.19 
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and then applying Holder’s inequality, we get 
i 
I 
dC p( 1 -s) M,(F; - F;., s) ds. 
“0 
A simple application of the Lebesgue convergence theorem shows that 
I&r) --d(J)1 -+ 0 as r, r’ -+ 1. This allows us to define the linear functional 
@P(F) = ,!iy 4(r). 
Its boundedness follows also from (3.2) 
I@(F)/ < sup I$(r)l d sup 1’ (1 -s)M,(G,, S) M,(F’, rs) ds 
O<F<l Ocr<l 0 
<c I ’ p(1 -s) M,(F’, s) dsG CIIFIII;,p,p. 0 
Conversely let us take $ in (J,P)* and consider a, = $(u,), where U,,(Z) = zn 
(n z 0). 
Since II~nllJ,p.p < C s; p( 1 - S) s’I ~ ’ ds 6 Cn, we may define the analytic 
function 
G(z)= f a,~“. (3.3) 
?I=0 
Now we estimate M&G’, r) as follows. Fix 0 < r < 1, 
M&G’, r) = (1/27r) J‘n G’(re”) f(e-“) d0 
--I 
for someSELP with [If/l,,= 1. 
Using Fourier expansion we have 
&fI G’(rei”)f(ep”)d8= f nll/(u,)f(n--~)r”p’. 
K n = I 
Notice that x,“= i nf(n - 1) r”-‘u,, = F(,, converges absolutely in J; which 
allows us to write 
MJG’, r) = IW’& 9 11~11 . lIF~,~IIJ,,,,. (3.4) 
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It is elementary to show that 
F,,,(z) = z*F’(rz) + zF(rz) and F(z) = & J*I 
n 
g eir dt 
which gives 
Notice that Ilfjl, = 1 and 
then 
s 71 MJF”, rs) d C dt px (eir-rsJ 3QC 
(.The reader is referred to [D, p. 651 for the last inequality.) Hence 
1’ p( 1 -s) M,(F;,,, s) ds ,< C + C 1’ p( 1 -s) MJF”, rs) ds 
0 0 
<c+c s 
l P(1 -s) ds <c P(1 -r) 
o(1’ l-r ’ 
where the last inequality follows from the fact p E b, and (1.7) in 
Lemma 1.1. Finally G E H4, from this inequality and (3.4). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let p be Dini and b,, 1 <q < co and l/p + l/q = 1. Then 
(BpP)* = z”p. 
Prooj: We follow a similar argument as in the previous theorem , but 
interpreting things slightly differently. Take 
G(z)= f a,z” in Z; and F(z)= f b,z” in Bp”. 
If=0 lZ=O 
Now we define 
d(r)= f a,bnrn 
n=O 
(3.5) 
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and rewrite it as 
qqr) = a,bo + 2 s,’ (1 - s2) ( i (n + 1) nu,,s” 
,I= I 
Hence 
~(r)=uob,,+~~~ (1-s2)(Sn F(rse’“)G~(se~“)eiid~~ds, (3.6) 
-n 
where G2(z) = zG(z). 
Note that G;(z) = zG”(z) + 2G’(z) which gives 
M,(G;, r) d CM,(G”, r) + 2G’(O). 
Using condition b, (in particular C< p(t)/t’) we get that G2 belongs to Zz 
and IlG211z,y,p~ CIIGIlz,,,,. 
Using (3.6) we can write 
4(r) - &r’) = (l/71) ji Jz (1 - s’)[F(r.wP) - F(r’se”)] 
-n 
x G;(sec”) eie d0 ds. 
Therefore Holder’s inequality and G2 E Z% imply 
To finish the direct implication we repeat the argument in the previous 
theorem and we take into account that 
which allows us to prove that (Q(F) Q C IIF(I B,P,P. 
To do the converse we have at our disposal an extra fact to use. That is, 
HP is dense in BI,” (since p(t)/t~ L’) then if $ E (B,P)* there is a G in 
H4= (HP)*, 1 <p < co, or in BMOA for p= 1 with boundary values g 
such that 
I)(F) = (1/27t) JI, g(e’“) f(ep’“) de 
for all F in HP with boundary limit J 
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Again we can write 
Mq(G”, r) = (1127~) jx G”(r8’) f(eis) de 
--K 
for some f in the unit ball of Lp. 
It is easy to write now 
M&G”, r)=(l/271) jr gk’“) Fc,,W”? de = IW’c,,I, 
-x 
(3.8) 
where F(,,(z) = C,“=, (n + 2)(n + 1) f(n) Fzn+2 that is 
F&J = j 
x f(eC”) H(r, e”, z) 
dl 
-71 (1 - rerrz)3 
(3.9) 
and JH(r, e”, z)] <C. 
The same estimate as before gives 
Thus 
dc ‘~(l-s) 
J‘ 
ds -___ 
0 (l-s) (l-W)2 
Applying (1.9) in Lemma 1.2 together with (3.8) gives 
~(1 -r) 
M&G”, r) d lItill . IIFn,rllJ,p.p d C(l-. 
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